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V
ote

CA PA
All budget lines under the
responsibility of IMCO that
would be cut by the Council
in its final position on the
Draft Budget 2018, and
especially:

02 01 04 02 - Support
expenditure for
standardisation and
approximation of legislation;
02 03 02 01 - Support to
standardisation activities
performed by CEN, Cenelec
and ETSI;
14 01 04 01 - Support
expenditure for Customs;
14 02 01 - Supporting the
functioning and
modernisation of the customs
union;
14 04 01 - Implementation
and development of the
internal market

IMCO/budg 1
Rapporteur

Includes a
mandate to
the
Secretariat to
table an
amendment
restoring the
Draft Budget
in case that
the Council
proposes
diminutions
to any budget
line of IMCO
other than
these
mentioned by
the present
amendment

None + Restore Draft
Budget

[If the Restore
is approved the
Modifications
in Figures of

AM
IMCO/Budg2,
3, 4 and 5 fall]

Restore Draft
Budget

[If the Restore
is approved the
Modifications
in Figures of

AM
IMCO/Budg2,
3, 4 and 5 fall]

+

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)

Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
- Secretariat -

FINAL VOTING LIST
on the budgetary amendments: 2018 Budgetary Procedure

Rapporteur: D.Dalton

Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled
by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.
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V
ote

CA PA

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

02 02 01 - Promoting
entrepreneurship and
improving the
competitiveness and access to
markets of Union enterprises

IMCO/budg 2
López-Istúriz

Modification
in figures
falls if AM

IMCO/budg1
is adopted

Addition of the following remarks in bold:  This appropriation is intended to
strengthen the competitiveness of enterprises, in particular that of small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs), and to encourage entrepreneurship and foster the creation
and growth of SMEs including internationalisation and reindustrialisation in order
to support their transformation to the digital era.
(...)

— information sharing, dissemination, awareness raising and advisory services to
increase SME's competitiveness and help them participate in the Single Market,
including Digital Single Market, and beyond,
—  skills and capacity building sessions,
(...)
Projects will also seek to improve the framework conditions including through
capacity building in clusters and other business networks notably with regard to
support SME internationalisation and reindustrialisation in order to ensure that
Union enterprises are competitive, and sustainable and up to digital development,
including in the tourism sector,

+ Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

+

02 03 01 - Operation and
development of the internal
market of goods and services

IMCO/budg 3
López-Istúriz

Modification
in figures
falls if AM

IMCO/budg1
is adopted

Addition of the following remarks in bold:
- reinforcing of Single Market tools that make consumers and business more
aware of internal market rules and enable them to enforce their rights, and that
allow for a better cooperation between the relevant national authorities,
— guaranteeing the completion and management of the internal market, especially in
the fields of free movement of services, especially cross-border, recognition of
professional qualifications, and intellectual and industrial property, in particular the
development of proposals for establishing a Union patent,

+ Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

+

02 03 04 - Internal market
governance tools

IMCO/budg 4
López-Istúriz

Modification
in figures
falls if AM

IMCO/budg1
is adopted

Addition of the following remarks in bold:
— the expenditure for the management, training, further development and information
linked to the services provided by the SOLVIT network, FinNet, the Your Europe
web portal and for creating the tools needed to enable closer cooperation between
them,

+ Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

+
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CA PA

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

33 04 01 - Safeguarding
consumers’ interest and
improving their safety and
information

IMCO/budg 5
López-Istúriz

Modification
in figures
falls if AM

IMCO/budg1
is adopted

Addition of the following remarks in bold:
— safety: to consolidate and enhance product safety through effective market

surveillance in particular in the Digital Single Market throughout the Union,
— information and education and support to consumer organisations: to improve

consumers’ education, information and awareness of their rights and empowerment
regarding consumer policy, to develop the evidence base for consumer policy and to
provide support to consumer organisations, also taking into account the specific needs
of vulnerable consumers,

+ Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

Restore Draft
Budget

[Do not put the
Modification
in Figures to

the vote if AM
IMCO/budg 1

is adopted]

+

02 03 77 XX - Pilot project:
Setting up a rapid alert
system identifyng new
practices: developing a
database reording al types of
misleading marketing
practices

IMCO/budg 6
De Jong

Preassessed:
C

This pilot project will help preventing misleading marketing practices. These practices
can take many forms, with the most prominent being business directories, payment
forms, internet domain name and trademark protection scams and misleading 'business
opportunity', 'work from home' or 'get-rich-quick' schemes. SMEs, and in particular
small and microbusinesses, are the main victims of misleading marketing practices.
But also schools, churches, hospitals, NGOs, municipalities and other public
authorities are being targeted. The Commission will set up a database recording all
types of misleading marketing practices and include easy-to-understand examples. For
this, the Commission will draw upon information collected by national focal points in
the Member States. The Commission will ensure coordination of a smooth exchange of
information form the national databases, and will facilitate the setting-up of a rapid
alert system identifying new practices. The Commission will make sure it has a focal
point in every Member State.

+ €750.000 €750.000 +
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CA PA

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

02 04 77 XX - Pilot project:
Digital Skills for EU startups

IMCO/budg 7
Grapini, Stihler,
Mizzi

Preassessed:
B

[Remarks and
budget line
modified
after the

preassess.]

"The aim of this pilot project is to provide digital training to start-ups in the following
ways:
- Preparation of manuals or simplified and easy to understand brochures based on best
practices in the EU (including policy initiatives and public-private partnerships);
- Online or offline seminars, self-assessment and guidance tools;
- Creation and promotion of groups and online platforms where start-ups could find
answers to their questions and share their good experiences and examples and foster
partnerships.
- Promotion of these solutions and awareness raising activities;
These materials and tools are designed to present and explain the most relevant
computer applications and the digital leadership skills needed by professionals,
managers and entrepreneurs and for using online platforms to communicate and
cooperate with potential partners in other countries. This will contribute to the online
sales growth and would increase competitiveness and cross-border trade.
Another objective of the project is to tackle the disparities and to balance the internal
market for start-ups (as shown by the results of the Index on the economy and society
Digital (Digital Economy and Society Index - DESI in 2016) and contribute to their
sustainability and scalability1."
1 In line with the European Commission's Communication on " Europe’s next leaders:
the Start-up and Scale-up Initiative" COM(2016) 733 final of 22.11.2016. See:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2016%3A733%3AFIN

+ €1.000.000 €500.000 +
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CA PA

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

02 03 77 XX - Pilot project:
Bringing e-learning tools and
digital skills for
entrepreneurship to hearing-
impaired and visually-
impaired citizens

IMCO/budg 8
Maydell, López-
Istúriz, González
Pons, Stihler,
Charanzová,
Negrescu, Rubig,
Savarmaa,
Gardiazábal
Rubial, Hohlmeier

[Withdrawn:
it will be

reworked and
presented in

2019]

This Pilot Project would focus on Europeans with hearing and visual impairments
aiming to improve their access to skill-oriented learning and tools, including on their
empowerment to develop the necessary digital skills that they can use to build a solid
livelihood, establishing their own business, creating employment for other people, or
becoming in-company entrepreneurial talents in the 21st century. The PP would
include activities such as the development and cultivation of entrepreneurial and
digital skills in hearing- and/or visually-impaired people, and the development and
application of learning tools and educational content tailored to their specific needs.
The activities funded under the PP would aim at equipping the impaired people with
the skills for success in different industries, especially those that are part of the Digital
Single Market in Europe and which efforts are concentrated on the successful digital
transformation of European SMEs and larger businesses. All EU registered public and
private legal entities working with hearing- and/or visually impaired people should be
eligible for funding.

[withdrawn] [withdrawn]
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V
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CA PA

Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

02 03 77 XX - Pilot project:
Assessing alleged differences
in the quality of products sold
on the Single Market

IMCO/budg 9
Sehnalová, Borzan,
Grapini,
Charanzová,
Vaidere, Thun und
Hohenstein

Preassessed:
B

[Remarks
modified
after the

preassess.]

The pilot project consist of a series of market researches among several categories of
consumer products in different Member States. The aim of this PP is to compare the
qualitative characteristics of products that are sold in the Single Market under the same
brand, same packaging and with the use of other marketing texts. It should reveal how the
quality of products of the same brands differ between Member States. The research should
also include comparative analysis of the labelling and consumer information of those
products. The pilot project should focus on food as well as non-food products. In the first
phase only food products should be examined. If the PP will be continued in the following
years, non-food products should be examined as well. With regard to food, each of product
groups examined, as referred to by Eurostat, should be represented by an adequate number
of products. Concerning the non-food products, different product groups should be also
represented. This may include detergents, cosmetics, toiletries, products intended for
babies and others. Products shall be chosen so the consumer could reasonably believe that
the goods are the same, especially with regard to package labelling, brand name and the use
of other marketing texts. The concerted investigation shall be undertaken in at least a
majority of Member States. Member States with a different size of population, different
level of the Harmonised Indices of Consumer Prices and with a different geographical
location should be proportionally represented. The final scope of the research, including
the choice of Member States and categories of products, should be agreed by task force on
dual quality of products composed of the representatives of Member States competent
authorities, consumer organisations, industry, European Commission and Members of
IMCO committee.
Following assessment should be carried in all products tested: - Physical-chemical testing -
Sensory-testing - Conformity with label declaration - Price comparison - Weight/volume
comparison
As the outcome of the PP, the Commission shall publish the report, informing the
European Parliament and consumers in all Members States on the outcome of the concerted
investigation.  This report should be translated into languages of the Member States, where
the research will be conducted, published and distributed among stakeholders and
interested parties.  In order to raise consumer awareness, the report should also be

+ €900.000 €700.000 +
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Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

09 04 77 XX - Pilot project:
European insfrastructure for
experimental creativity and
innovation climate

IMCO/budg 10
Reda

Preassessed:
D

[Title of the
project,

remarks and
figures

modified
after the

preassess.]

The Pilot Project aims to provide the necessary transnational infrastructure to encourage the
prototyping of “civic tech” and pan-European open data projects that are usable and re-usable
throughout Europe. It will encourage experimental creativity of individuals and small teams to
develop solutions for the benefit of the European general public, and will strengthen the non-
formal education that plays an imperative role for the improvement of digital literacy in Europe.
Experimental creativity is a key ingredient for an innovation-friendly environment, which in turn
is central to job creation and the development of new business models, especially for (but not
limited to) Information and Communication Technology (ICT) projects.
A public outreach campaign to promote the infrastructure will directly encourage the creation of
non-commercial or pre-commercial applications that make use of open government data for the
benefit of the European public.
Infrastructure necessary for projects to emerge includes European collaborative development
platforms, including source code management with revision control, and communication
infrastructure both on- and offline.
“Civic tech” projects use open government data and open source technologies to make public
information usable to broader audiences. In recent years, a number of initiatives have organised
events such as “hackathons” or “coding dojos” that created apps for the public benefit. Some
examples are “Apps for Europe”, the “EU Hackathon”, or “Hacks for Humanity”. Such
initiatives facilitate the process of rapid prototyping that helps develop final ideas by allowing
for success through trial and error.

+ €350.000 €350.000 +

06 04 77 11 - Pilot projet
(renewal) - Algorithm
awareness building initiative

IMCO/budg 11
Jaakonsaari, Reda,
Grapini, Gebhardt

Preassessed:
A

Getting the governance of algorithmic decision-making right is a challenge for policy-
makers and all actors involved. Governments need to ramp up their understanding
and use of relevant tools to tackle effectively the challenges raised by algorithmic
decision-making. There is a need to further the cooperation and collaboration of
governments across Europe and build an agile and adapted approach to a global
digital world. This should be based on a better understanding what policy choices can
be made in response to the variety of issues emerging, from technical challenges to
ethical and legal considerations. The complexity of these issues should be reflected in
the guiding policy objectives, from safeguarding fundamental rights to stimulating an
innovative environment in Europe. In a first step, the resources allocated to the
project focus on a broader approach to algorithmic decision-making, including an
evidence-based definition of the problem space and a policy-design process for
narrowing down possible solutions.
The project needs to expand on the depth of the policy tools and offer a series of
prototypes and modelled approaches fit for informing policy decisions in the near-
and longer-term.

+ €300.000 €300.000 +
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Modification figures in
relation to Council’s position

R
app. pos.

V
ote

(EUR)
Budget item and title Am. N° - Tabled

by Comments Modification remarks

R
app. pos.

06 04 77 15 - Pilot projet
(renewal) - Web access by
default: application of web
accessibility requirements in
web-authoring tools and
platforms by default

IMCO/budg 12
Charanzová

[Withdrawn:
it will be

presented as
preparatory

action in
2019]

The Pilot Project aims to encourage the creation of applications that are usable and re-usable
throughout Europe by providing the necessary transnational infrastructure. It will be an
opportunity for individuals and small teams to develop solutions for the benefit of the European
general public, and will strengthen the non-formal education that plays an imperative role for the
improvement of digital literacy in Europe.

[withdrawn] [withdrawn]
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